A novel method for computation of modal reflectivity at optical waveguide end-facet is presented. The method is based on the characteristic Green's function (CGF) technique. Using separability assumption of the structure and rational function fitting method (RFFM), a closed-form field expression is derived for optical planar waveguide. The uniform derived expression consists of discrete and continuous spectrum contributions which denotes guided and radiation modes effects respectively. An optimization problem is then defined to calculate the exact reflection coefficients at the end-facet for all extracted poles obtained from rational function fitting step. The proposed CGF-RFFM-optimization offers superior exactness in comparison with the previous reported CGF-complex images (CI) technique due to contribution of all components of field in the optimization problem. The main advantage of the proposed method lies in its simple implementation as well as precision for any refractive index contrast. Excellent numerical agreements with rigorous methods are shown in several examples.
INTRODUCTION
Optoelectric devices such as laser amplifier, optical modulator and coupler are widely used in integrated optics (IO) circuits. In these applications, facet reflectivity typically deviates the performance of the integrated system from its original designed target. The oldest accepted model for computation of facet reflectivity is Ikegami's model (Ikegami, 1972) , which was introduced for double-heterojunction (DH) GaAs-AlGaAs lasers. In this approach, with the use of eigenmode expansion, electric and magnetic fields are matched at the facet. In (Lewin, 1975) , an approximate modal reflectivity is developed by means of a plane wave Fresnel reflectivity expansion. Derived expressions are utilized in some other works related to two-dimensional (2-D) buried DH lasers (Hardy, 1984) . These results are quite accurate but are just useful for low refractive index contrast. Gelin (Gelin et al., 1981 ) extended Rozzi's variational treatment (Rozzi and Veld, 1980) for end-facet modal reflectivity and proposed an efficient numerical computation. The main challenge of mode matching based approach is the computation of time-consuming integrals which usually have singular integrands to contribute radiation modes. Moreover, finite window Fourier transform could be combined with perturbation series for fast computation of end-facet reflectivity (Chen et al., 2012 ).
An efficient way to regard the continuous spectrum contribution in mode matching method is using appropriate set of modes achieved by closing the desired structures with perfectly matched layers (PMLs) (Derudder et al., 2001) . The main disadvantage of PML method is the considerable number of discrete modes must be considered to obtain for an appropriate accuracy. A different approach is utilizing iterative based methods. In (Yevick et al., 1991) , splitoperator method is utilized and the interface of facet is divided into segments in such a way that within each segment the refractive index is nearly constant. The resulting contribution of each segment to the total reflected field is superimposed. Finally a linear iterative equation is obtained which can be solved by classical Neumann series or more stably by bi-conjugate gradient method (Wei and Lu, 2002) . In other iterative approach, reflection operator is diagonalized completely or partially (Yevick et al., 1992) using the known eigenmodes and eigenvectors of square root operator. A separate class of solution methods employ Padé or complex Padé approximations to rational approximation of the square root operator (ElRefaei et al., 2000) , (Jamid and Khan, 2007) , (Yu and Yevick, 1997) . Stability and convergence problem are the main challenges in this approach. For more rigorous solution, integral equation can be used. Parsa and Paknys (Parsa and Paknys, 2007a ) used equivalence principle and image theory and model the truncated semi-infinite dielectric slab waveguide by an infinite dielectric slab with unknown current density on a plane just at truncating surface of the end-facet which is solved by the method of moments (MoM). Coupling of the guided modes are incorporated in this method in the form of coupling matrix of end-facet.
In this paper a novel method for computation of guided modes reflectivity at the waveguide end-facet is presented. The proposed method is based on the characteristic Green's function (CGF) technique combined with rational function fitting method (RFFM) (Torabi et al., 2014b) , (Torabi et al., 2013) . Spatial Green's function of finite dielectric planar waveguide is obtained by separation of the structure into infinite 1-D layered media. For nonseparable structure like typical finite dielectric slab waveguide (i.e. DH laser), using separability assumption, an approximate and closed-form expression for spatial Green's function is achieved. The final formulation is utilized in an efficient optimization problem to find the exact facet reflection coefficients of guided modes. In contrary to previous reported CGF-complex images (CI) based method (Torabi et al., 2014a) , in the formulation of CGF-RFFM continuous spectrum contribution are presented by some poles similar to guided modes part. Then unlike CGF-CI, in CGF-RFFM both discrete and continuous spectrum contributions are efficiently incorporated in the optimization problem. Therefore more exact results of guided modes reflectivity can be obtained. This fact is shown in several examples. Simplicity of implementation as well as precision is the main advantage of the proposed method. Moreover, this method can be used for any planar dielectric waveguides with abrupt termination and also for any refractive index contrasts.
CGF-RFFM FORMULATION

CGF Technique and Separability Assumption
The 2-D Helmholtz's equation should be solved for Green's function of magnetic vector potential, A z , for a line source surrounded by layered media as it is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Here for simplicity the derivations are developed for truncated dielectric slab waveguide shown in Fig. 1(b) for simplicity while the implementation for multilayered media ( Fig. 1(a) ) is straightforward. The 2-D Helmholtz's equation can be separated into two 1-D equations if (Faraji-Dana, 1993a) , (Shishegar and Faraji-Dana, 2003) ε r (x, y) = ε x (x) + ε y (y).
By the assumption of (1), the original structure has been decomposed into two layered media denoted by N x and N y layered media ( Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , N γ called normal to γ where γ = x, y), which their relative dielectric constants are ε x (x) and ε y (y) respectively. If this separation is rigorously possible, it means that the original structure, Fig. 1(b) , can be exactly reproduced by crossing two 1-D N x and N y layered media which is shown in Fig. 2 (c). The solutions to the 1-D Helmholtz's equations are denoted by G x (for Fig. 2(a) ) and G y (for Fig. 2 (b)) and can be obtained analytically using usual spectral techniques (Michalski and Mosig, 1997). We will have,
where d γ is equal to w and t for γ = x and y respectively. γ > and γ < are greater and smaller values of γ and γ ′ respectively and β γi = √ ε γi k 2 0 + λ γ (i = 1, 2). R x and R y are the reflection coefficients of a TE wave at the interfaces (due to the symmetry R Ax = R Bx = R x and R Ay = R By = R y in Fig. 2 ). Then having G x and G y , the solution of A z for separable structure of Fig. 2 (c) is given by (Faraji-Dana, 1993a) , (Shishegar and Faraji-Dana, 2003 )
where the contour C λy , encloses only the singularities of G y , (including branch cut, branch point and discrete poles singularities), in counterclockwise sense.
For the structure at hand, Fig. 1 (b), it can be shown that the separation of (1), is not rigorously possible (Shishegar and Faraji-Dana, 2003) . If one ignore (1) in four exterior regions in Fig. 2 (c), then an infinite number of solutions for ε x1 , ε x2 , ε y1 and ε y2 could be found. It must be noted that the solutions are not physically available relative dielectric constants. They are just mathematical quantities.
for N x and N y media. For all possible solutions, the corner regions of the original structure are replaced by ε x2 + ε y2 = 2ε r1 − ε r2 (Shishegar and Faraji-Dana, 2003) . This deviation makes the CGF result in (4) an approximate Green's function for original structure ( Fig. 1(b) ). It should be noted that for multilayered truncated waveguide (with n layers) of Fig. 1(a) , after separation, the N y layered media would be a 1-D infinite layered media (with n layers) while N x media would be the same as Fig. 2(a) . So it is just sufficient that G y of related N y layered media is computed analytically and incorporated in integral representation of (4).
CGF-RFFM
In common optical waveguide structures, t is much smaller than w. So, with acceptable approximation, guided modes (surface wave poles) of CGF G y ( Fig. 2(b) ) denote the guided modes of the original structure in Fig. 1(b) . Furthermore, the integration of (4) in CGF technique is so time consuming and expensive due to highly oscillatory nature of its integrand. To circumvent the numerical integration of (4), rational function fitting method can be used. In CGF-RFFM the G y is first approximated by appropriate set of discrete poles via modified VECTFIT algo- rithm (Torabi et al., 2014b) . Like,
where Res m is the residue of G y at the mth pole. N p is the number of poles used in RFFM for rational fitting. It should be noted that the set of extracted poles in (5) includes guided modes of the structure. Moreover, some other poles are also extracted that are responsible to construct the continuous spectrum contribution. Therefore, these poles have similar characteristic to leaky wave poles and so we may call them quasi leaky wave poles (Torabi et al., 2014b) . Then by substituting (5) in (4) and applying residue theorem, a closed form series representation for A z will be obtained and can be found by (6). In (6),
is the propagation constant of the mth mode in the x-direction. Since the rational function fitting of (5) would have excellent accuracy, therefore a closed form relation of (6) can approximate the integral of (4) very well. We can separate A z of (6) in two terms like (7) where A g z denotes the guided modes part (or discrete spectrum contribution) and is in series form of (6) in which just guided modes (surface wave poles) contributes while A r z related to radiation modes part (or continuous spectrum contribution) and is in series form of (6) in which the non surface wave poles (quasi leaky wave poles) contributes.
In (6), R xm is the reflection coefficient of modes
at the N x interface shown in Fig. 3(a) . But actually, these modes are reflected from truncated surface of the substrate shown in Fig. 3(b) . This discrepancy arises from the separability approximation of the original structure which also makes the refractive index of four exterior corners deviate from its exact value. For low refractive index contrast, ε r1 ≈ ε r2 , as is common in optical buried waveguides, the error in A z due to approximate modeling of the corner regions is ignorable because 2ε r2 − ε r1 ≈ ε r2 . But in high refractive index contrasts, considerable deviation may be imposed on the Green's function especially for source and field points close to the corners. Therefore to have exact A z for truncated dielectric slab waveguide of Fig. 1(b) both terms A g z and A r z should be corrected. Although having enough distance from corners for source and field point makes the deviation in A r z part small but for more accurate results of reflection coefficients of guided modes, correction of A r z part along with A g z part should be considered. Before defining the optimization problem, it should be noted that the main difference between proposed CGF-RFFM and CGF-CI method (Torabi et al., 2014a ) is in the approximation form of G y . In CGF-CI the surface wave poles are first extracted from G y in a similar form of (5) and the remaining part is approximated exponentially by GPOF approach (Hua and Sarkar, 1989) . In fact by CGF-RFFM, unlike CGF-CI, a uniform representation of G y as well as A z can be achieved and it will be shown that it leads to more accurate results of reflection coefficients.
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Exact values of A z for field points (x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, ..., N f can be achieved by CAD tools like COM-SOL which is fast and accurate and are capable of solving 2-D problem like Fig. 1 . Moreover, exteriorinterior method of moments (MoM) can be used for problem of Fig. 1 to find exact A z (Faraji-Dana, 1993b) . Consider the field distribution on the upper surface of the waveguide, y = t, in Fig. 1(b) . The line source is located at x ′ = w/2 and y ′ = t. Suppose that the exact result of A z is denoted by A exact z . If we consider R xm , m = 1, 2, ..., N p in (6) as unknowns, then a following optimization problem can be defined for computation of the exact R xm at the end-facets of truncated slab shown in Fig. 1 min f error (R x1 , R x2 , ..., R xN p ),
To solve the optimization problem, subspace trustregion algorithm is used which is based on the interior-reflective Newton method described in (Coleman and Li, 1996) . By increasing the number of field points, N f , more exact R xm s will be obtained. For initial values of R xm s, one can use . More accurate closed-form expression for R xm can be found Table 1 : R x1 for low and high refractive index contrast structure shown in Fig. 1(b) with w = 2λ, for N f = 200 observation points using CGF-RFFM-optimization, CGF-CI-optimization with d s = w/10, and mode matching methods (Gelin et al., 1981) . Mean time for computation of A exact z by COMSOL is less than 8sec. (Lewin, 1975) . The main advantage of using CGF-RFFM is that all extracted poles can incorporate in the optimization problem of (8). While in CGF-CI method (Torabi et al., 2014a ) the part of continuous spectrum contribution (A CS z in (Torabi et al., 2013) ) which is related to approximate separable structure of Fig. 2(c) is first subtracted by exact A z and the remained part is used to optimized discrete spectrum contribution to find R xm of guided modes. Therefore in (9) both discrete and continuous spectrum parts would be corrected by optimizing all the R xm of extracted poles including guided and quazi-leaky wave poles. This is in fact due to the capability of the rational function fitting method to obtain uniform expansion of A z in (5). So it is expected that more accurate R xm of guide modes could be found by CGF-RFFM than CGF-CI method. Although the time of optimization process would be increased due to more poles incorporated in (9) but results of next section shows that this is ignorable in comparison with the gained accuracy.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To show the efficiency and versatility of the proposed approach rigorous methods such as mode matching is utilized (Gelin et al., 1981) . More, CGF-CIoptimization (Torabi et al., 2014a) results are also provided. RFFM step which includes poles extraction from G y can be so fast. Then, to have exact reflection coefficients, optimization step should be run for N f sample field points in [0, w] where the exact A z are available there. We place the source far from the corners to have more exact results from CGF-RFFM in (6). More it should be noted here that in CGF-CI based method a guard d s is considered and the samples are chosen in [d s , w − d s ]. This is due to the fact that contribution of continuous spectrum of separable structure, Fig. 2(c) , largely deviates from its original value for nonseparable structure, Fig. 1(b) , especially near the corners. But in CGF-RFFM there is no need for any guard because continuous spectrum contribution is also incorporated and corrected in the optimization process along with discrete spectrum contribution. It should be noted that Green's function A z includes only TE guided modes of the Fig. 1(b) . Therefore by using and incorporating A z in defined optimization problem, reflection coefficients of TE guided modes can be obtained. To have results for TM guided modes one can easily use Green's function of scalar or vector electric potential and follow the similar steps.
At first, let us consider low refractive index contrasts. Results for reflection coefficient of guided mode for structure 1 and 2 with parameters (n 1 = 1.46, n 2 = 1.45, t = 0.1λ) and (n 1 = 2.6, n 2 = 2.5, t = 0.1λ) respectively, are shown in Table 1 . Simulation results for higher refractive index contrast are also reported in Table 1 for structures 3, 4, 5 which have single guided mode. We can find excellent agreement between proposed method and rigorous mode matching method (Gelin et al., 1981) . For single guided mode supported waveguide considered in Table 1 , mean simulation time for optimization is less than 4 sec. Disregarding the time for preprocessing of the structure to find the exact A z , our method is much faster than mode matching method. Furthermore, by adding required time of step 1 (which is approximately 8 sec in COMSOL for high accuracy), total CPU-time would still be less than mode matching method. moreover, it can be seen from Table 1 that CGF-RFFM leads to more accurate results in comparison with CGF-CI results. For rational function fitting step of (5), N p = 14 poles are used in modified VECTFIT algorithm.
The number of observation points N f may be an important parameter in controlling the speed and accuracy of the method. In Table 2 , amplitude of optimized R xm for two of considered structures in Table 1 can be found for different N f . Small changes in optimized reflection coefficient can be seen, by increasing Table 4 : Reflection coefficients for structure shown in Fig. 4 with n 1 = 1.132, n 2 = 2.449, n 3 = 3.162, n 0 = 1, t 1 = 0.1λ, t 2 = 0.2λ, t 3 = 0.4λ, w = 2λ, for N f = 200 observation points using CGF-RFFM-optimization, CGF-CI-optimization (Torabi et al., 2014a) with d s = w/10, and mode matching methods (Gelin et al., 1981 Table 3 , Reflection coefficients for a structure with parameter (n 1 = 5.477, n 2 = 1, t = 0.19λ) that has three guided TE modes are reported. Excellent match between the results of CGF-RFFM-optimization and IE-MoM can be found (Parsa and Paknys, 2007b) . Required simulation time for optimization is near to 8 sec which is much less than exact IE-MoM based method.
To search the versatility of the proposed method let us consider a problem of modal reflectivity at endfacet of of three-layer media of Fig. 4 . The refractive indices of layers are n 1 = 1.132, n 2 = 2.449, n 3 = 3.162, n 0 = 1, with thickness of t 1 = 0.1λ, t 2 = 0.2λ, t 3 = 0.4λ that leads to two supporting guided modes. Results for reflection coefficient of guided modes obtained by CGF-RFFM-optimization are reported in Table 4 along with the results of CGF-CI-optimization and mode matching method are also given. N p = 16 poles are considered for rational function fitting step of (5). In comparison with CGF-CI-optimization results excellent match between CGF-RFFM results and exact mode matching method (Gelin et al., 1981) is evident. Moreover, from Table 1 and Table 2 , increasing in simulation time of CGF-RFFM due to incorporation of more poles in optimization step is ignorable.
The number of observation points N f has marginal effects on the speed and accuracy of the method. In Fig. 5(a) in Table 4 ) are depicted for N f . Good convergence can be seen in the optimized reflection coefficients, by increasing N f .
CONCLUSION
A novel method for reflection of guided mode at the end-facet of optical waveguide is presented. The method is based on the formulation of characteristics Green's function which is combined with rational function fitting method. In the closed-form derivation for spatial Green's function of finite dielectric slab waveguide, discrete and continuous spectrum contribution are expressed in appropriate forms which can be imported in optimization problem to obtain an exact reflection coefficients of guided modes. The main Table 4. advantages of this method lie in its rapidity as well as accuracy. By using COMSOL for exact results of spatial Green's function for optimization, total CPUtime is much less than rigorous methods. In general, for all planar multilayered waveguide the formulation can be easily derived for all components of dyadic Green's function to have reflection coefficients of guided modes at the end-facet of truncation.
